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jackson 2bears

I endeavor to see through material manifestations to
the essence and spirit of the world . . . to the mysterious
magic that is the living spirit/spectre of technology.
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Video stills from “10 Little Indians [remix],” 2004. Courtesy Jackson 2bears.
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My Post-Indian Technological
Autobiography
Jac k so n 2be a r s

It’s February 2003, and I’m diggin’ through a dusty stack of vinyl
at the local Salvation Army somewhere on the West coast of Turtle
Island.
I go hunting for records at these kinds of places anytime I can,
always searching for something different and unique that I can
sample and remix into my live dj sets.
I zero in on the 25-cent bin — usually the best place to find that
obscure sonic material that I’m searching for — and quickly pore
through the warped and mangled copies of Willie Nelson, Rita
McNeil, and Barbra Streisand records.
I pass over one of the many discarded “children’s” records in
the bin, only to then skip back, caught by a strange and uncanny
sensation.
I pause and fixate on a worn and water-damaged record cover
that reads Mother Goose’s Happy Time Records, spelled out in a
playful hand-drawn font.
I turn the record cover over, scroll down through the track listing,
and then read song number eight: “Ten Little Indians.”
I make the purchase and quickly return home. Once there I remove the vinyl from the jacket, cue up to song eight, and nervously

wait through the distorted pops and clicks of sonic artifacts before
the music finally begins . . .
One little, two little, three little Indians
Four little, five little, six little Indians
Seven little, eight little, nine little Indians
Ten little Indian boys.
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I am abruptly catapulted through a wretched and divine portal . . .
something like slipstreaming through a sweat lodge that one was
entirely unprepared for.
My mind drifts . . . and suddenly I find myself back in my old
grade three classroom, awkward and self-conscious, surrounded
by the cacophonous chatter of a group of unsettled children exploding with uncontrolled anxiousness about this afternoon’s
activities.
This is “Indian week” for us at Brantford Elementary, and our
classroom is vulgarly decorated with all the usual aesthetic manifestations of colonial mythology, a virtual dog’s breakfast of
“Indian” paraphernalia: teepees, totem poles, headdresses, and tiny
figurines arranged in cheap diorama scenes that depict the heroism of brave European frontiersmen warding off the Natives and
conquering the untamed wilderness of the “New World.”
Being the only “Indian” in my class, I am ceremoniously granted the great privilege of holding the talking stick made from toilet paper rolls and donning the “sacred headdress” fashioned from
faded construction paper and gnarled plastic feathers.
Ms. Garland aggressively slaps her metre stick across the chalkboard, motions for everyone to be seated, and the room falls silent.
I am invited to stand and move to the front of the classroom. Our
teacher flicks the power switch on the old ge Wildcat suitcase turntable, and precariously directs the needle to track number eight.
Through her expressive gestural motions she indicates to the
class that it is time for a singalong, one where I will lead the group
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through a series of demeaning actions to the tune of Mother Goose’s
“Ten Little Indians”:
Ten little, nine little, eight little Indians
Seven little, six little, five little Indians
Four little, three little, two little Indians
One little Indian boy.
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I have no idea if the following is true . . . but Grandfather used to
say that when our people saw rifles for the first time, they called
them iron tomahawks and marvelled at the mysterious magic that
this new technology possessed: the ability to call upon the spirit of
He-no the Thunderer.
I believe that as Onkwehonwe (Indigenous peoples),1 we have
always had a way to understand technology that is uniquely our
own; I find that we tend to look beyond material manifestations
straight through to the spirit, and therein try to discover the essence of something based on — as Grandfather would say — what
our hearts, minds, and spirits tell us.
Leroy Little Bear once wrote that the Indigenous experience of
life involved a belief in the “sacredness, livingness and the soul of
the world . . . all things being animate, space/place, renewal, and all
things being imbued with spirit.”2 For us this applies, not only to obviously living things like animals and plants, but equally to seemingly inanimate things like mountains, rivers, and human-made
artifacts — such is the way we often understand technology, as
something alive and filled with spirit, something with which we are
interconnected in what Little Bear called a “circle of relations,” and
something that is a part of a universe of “active entities with which
people engage.”3
But at the same time, if technology is said to be animate, alive,
and filled with spirit, then is it not possible — as in our stories of
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tricksters, transformers, and He-no the Thunderer — that some of
these spirits might have less than benevolent intentions? That is, if
we are to envision (new) media technologies as being inhabited by
spirits, then might we not also endeavour to speculate about those
spirits who are seemingly determined to spectralize — those apparitions, revenants, and ghosts whose will it is to haunt the lives
of the living?
I describe the day I found that record at the Salvation Army as a
life-changing experience, as something of a magical encounter that
caused me to re-confront some memories of a long-forgotten past.
Since then, listening to Mother Goose’s version of “Ten Little
Indians” has produced similar visceral responses in me, and I have
come to believe that there is indeed something mystical about this
recording, something almost hauntological and spectral that is
etched into the grooves of the record.
I do not believe that this is so far-fetched; in fact, many cultures
throughout the history of the world have held similar beliefs in that
certain material substrates had the ability to capture, contain, and/
or are otherwise imbued with an essence or trace of spirit entities.
My Kanien’kehaka (Mohawk) ancestors, for instance, believed in
what Indigenous philosopher Gregory Cajete called ensoulment,4
or what psychoanalytic theorist Carl Jung referred to as mystical
participation or animism — something that for him had to do with
“shared ontological realties” in cases where a “psychic significance”
is applied to elements of/in the ‘natural’ or ‘objective’ world.5
Jung once speculated that rapid technological advance in his
time was responsible for a dangerous “turning in” or “splitting” of
the conscious and unconscious realms of the human psyche — dangerous because if these realms became disassociated, the people
were ill-fated to fall to the mercy of the “psychic underworld.” In
response to this, Jung chose to meditate on pre-modern cultures,
which for him maintained what he called a “psychic balance” despite comparable technological advancements in their time. The
reason for this, he argued, was that Indigenous peoples always
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nurtured a spiritual connection with their technologies, whereas in
Western culture, technology had become an abstract and inhuman
concept devoid of any “psychic significance” because the people
had come to ignore the spiritual (animate) essence of technicity.6
Leroy Little Bear described it this way:
The Native paradigm is comprised of and includes ideas of constant motion and flux, existence consisting of energy waves,
interrelationships, all things being animate. . . . If human beings
are animate and have spirit, then “all my relations” must also be
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animate and have spirit.7
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For many Indigenous tribes, our ritual masks, for instance, were
seen as particularly potent material manifestations of different
spirits; for us, these masks were taken to be numinous, and we
used them in different ceremonies and curing rituals in which they
acted as a conduit to the spirit world.
My Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) ancestors had many different
types of masks, perhaps the most important of these being the
False Faces. These masks were only worn by those of the Society
of Faces, initiation into which only came after an individual had a
profound dream of the False Face spirits. Following this dream, it
was said that the individual would go by him/herself into the wilderness and therein discover a tree they felt particularly attracted
to. They would then carve their mask into the bark of the tree and,
when it was completed, allow for a gestation period during which
the mask (face) would absorb energy from the spirit world. Following this, the mask would be detached from the tree, and the
carver would have completed his/her initiation into the False Face
Society, thereafter serving his/her community in curing rituals and
dream-guessing ceremonies.
Though every mask was different, each shared the common
characteristic of a broken and crooked nose that resembled the one
we call Flint, or the Great World Rim Dweller.8 Grandfather would

say that we believed these masks were imbued with the spiritual
essence of Flint and so people took great care of them, making
regular offerings of tobacco and corn mush. To my ancestors, these
masks were considered to be living entities, animate artifacts, and
sacred technologies that we used to access the spirit world for the
purpose of healing and to ask for guidance.

...
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Carl Jung wrote that spiritual/religious belief based in an animistic
world view was something found in all (what he called) primitive or
pre-modern societies; nearly all spiritual or religious traditions, he
contended, had different sacred artifacts, relics, religious objects,
or shrines that contain, house, or are otherwise imbued with spiritual and/or supernatural properties.
Interestingly, these same beliefs have been variously applied to
modern technologies. For instance, there is a long history of different individuals or groups that have speculated about the ability
of different electronic media devices to communicate with the
spirit world and/or capture traces left by ghosts and spectres.
For example, take the arcane and controversial practice of spirit photography, invented by William H. Mumler in the 1860s.
Through a combination of specialized techniques Mumler claimed
he was able to capture disincarnate souls on film, arguing therein that it was possible to communicate with the dead through the
(then) modern technology of photography — something that for
him also provided concrete proof of the existence of the afterlife.
Into the twentieth century the practice of spirit photography remained popular, with notable proponents including Arthur Conan
Doyle and William Crookes. Today the “ghost hunting” community, who use a variety of traditional film and digital cameras to
capture and document paranormal activity, has taken up the practice of spirit photography. (Other technologies often utilized by
ghost hunters include emf meters, digital/analog thermometers,
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digital video cameras, thermographic or infrared devices, and
audio recorders, all of which are used by the modern paranormal
investigator to confirm or disprove the existence of ghosts.)
There is also evp (electronic voice phenomenon), wherein it is
believed that paranormal activity (the voices of the dead) can be
captured on modern electronic devices. Originating from within
the spiritualism movement of the 1840s, the idea that spirits could
be captured on different recording technologies became so popular
that even Thomas Edison (the inventor of the phonograph, among
other things) was asked about it in an interview with Scientific
American. When questioned if electronic media could communicate with the spirits, he replied that, yes, “a sensitive recording device would provide a better chance of spirit communication than
the table tipping and ouija boards mediums employed at the time.”9
In the mid- to late nineteenth century, many different electronic
devices were made specifically for the purpose of communicating
with the spirit world. Notable among these devices were the Spiritcom, invented by William O’Neil, and the Franks Box (or Ghost
Box), invented by Frank Sumption. All of these devices fall into a
category called Instrumental Trans-Communication (itc ), a term
coined by Ernst Senkowski to refer to a wide range of electronic
devices — televisions, fax machines, telephones, etc. — that are
said to have the ability to enable communication with the (un)dead.
Perhaps some of us will remember a controversial issue raised
mainly by Christian groups in the 1980s and 1990s that alleged
certain musicians were intentionally embedding hidden satanic
messages into their recordings. Their claim was that through a
method known as backmasking — a technique wherein sound is
recorded backwards on a track meant to be played forwards — recording artists were imprinting subconscious messages thought to
be demonic in nature. The allegations led to a number of proposed
anti-backmasking legislation, and in the process artists such as
the Beatles, Led Zeppelin, Ozzy Osbourne, and Pink Floyd (to name
only a few) were accused of co-operating with the “church of Satan”
in their use of these recoding techniques. These were all claims

motivated by deep religious beliefs, some that at times went so far
as to say these recordings could conjure the spirit of the devil. This,
in turn, prompted a number of record-burning events that took the
form of ritualized spiritual exorcisms.

Post-Indian Narratives of Transformation
and Conjuration
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My goal in all of this is not to judge the beliefs of certain religious
groups, nor is it my intention to critically evaluate the methods or
findings of select scientists and/or paranormal researchers. Rather,
my intent is to propose a speculative theorization, or better, a spectral theorization that is rooted in our traditions as Onkwehonwe.
What I am writing here is a remix theory, one that says if we consider technology as something alive and filled with spirit (as something that for us that has a “psychic significance,” and something
with which we are interconnected in a “circle of relations”), then
these technologies can equally possess spirits that manifest themselves in the form of ghosts and phantasms — spectral apparitions
whose will, it seems, is to haunt the lives of the living.
As with our False Face masks, it is a theory in which spirits and
spectres imprint their essences in different material (technological) substrates, traverse and pass through electronic circuits,
and embed themselves in phonographic recordings and other susceptible mediums. It is a theory in which our new media technologies take on a different meaning in this return to what Cajete and
Jung called participation mystique. That is, it is a theory not purely
based on “scientific/rational” (Western) thinking, but one, as Cajete
might say, that sees through objective reality to the spiritual essence of technology, and therein discovers what I would call the
dark side of technicity: the spectral, phantomological, and hauntological traces of ghosts in our machines.
At a personal level, at least, it is a theory that could account for
the strange, uncanny, and visceral sensations I get while listening
to Mother Goose’s version of “Ten Little Indians” — an experience
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that perhaps has less to do with triggering visions and traumatic
memories, and more to do with the hauntological 10 conjuration and
invocation of spectral and ghostly presences.
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An innocent piece of music meant to help children learn to count
or an insidious and deeply racist song representative of the general perception of Native peoples as generic and stereotypical
archetypes?
A songwriter by the name of Septimus Winner wrote “Ten Little
Indians” in 1868 for the popular North American minstrel shows,
adapting the melody from the Irish folk tune “Michael Finnegan.”
Initially titled “Ten Little Injuns,” the song originally featured lyrics
that were much more gruesome and elaborately offensive, generally following — at least in my estimation — the narrative of the
Vanishing Indian who was tragically consumed by his/her “savage”
and “primitive” ways, fatefully disappearing from the landscape as
a consequence of what the settlers called Manifest Destiny.
Over the decades, the “Ten Little Indians” song diffused throughout North American culture and has been adapted many times
over. For instance, Frank Green almost immediately took it in 1869
and rewrote it as “Ten Little Niggers,” after which it became a popular tune performed at black-face minstrel shows.11 A version of the
song was also included in Agatha Christie’s novel And Then There
Were None, which read in part: “Ten little Indian boys went out to
dine; one choked his little self and then there were nine.”12 Even the
Yardbirds did a cover of the tune, as did Walt Disney, who featured
the ten little Indian characters as special guests in the 1933 film
Old King Cole.13
Indigenous philosopher Gerald Vizenor once wrote: “The simulation of the Indian is absence of real natives — the contrivance of
the other in the course of dominance.”14
Winner’s “Ten Little Indians” is something that for Vizenor
would fall under the sign of manifest manners — those occidental

simulations of colonial mythology sustained in the lexicons of the
“literature of dominance.”15 Here, the “Indian” is embraced only
because this is a performance of simulation and disappearance —
and then there were none — something that plays out here within
the violent theatre of colonial mythology, wherein the “real” is
overwritten and erased. This is the flipside of the story (the b -side),
where our people become haunted and spectralized by our simulated (colonial) Others.
What I want to invoke here is the hauntological legacy of “Ten
Little Indians”: those animate shadows, ghosts, and spectres active in the colonial vocabularies of manifest manners; those spirits
that not only haunt what Vizenor called the literature of dominance
but also spectralize us from the great beyond through our modern
technologies and electronic mediums.

After that day at the Salvation Army store, I started to hunt for
other versions of the “Ten Little Indians” tune, eventually collecting
nearly twenty different recordings of the track on vinyl, cassette,
and in digital formats. I began integrating the music into my live dj
sets, layering it with hip hop and jungle/drum ’n’ bass tracks. Admittedly, I initially meant this as a joke, but eventually my remixes
of this song became a popular staple in my repertoire. In a way, it
was a therapeutic process that made me feel as if I was reclaiming
something for myself in my reappropriation of this music and the
cultural stereotypes it evoked.
Sometimes, however, I felt wary about re-performing this music,
as though somehow I might be perpetuating these stereotypes in
some manner. But I resolved that what I was doing was deconstructing these mythologies and that mine was an expression of creative
resistance, which came in the form of a cultural critique. For me,
remixing this song was a performative gesture in which presence
replaced absence; where the disappearance of the “Indian” in the
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Spectral Catharsis: Rewriting (Colonial)
Narratives, Remixing Culture

21
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lyrics would be subverted by the (re)appearance of an Indigenous
subjectivity that stood against the manifest manners of colonial
mythmaking and the hauntological legacy of this music.
To my surprise, performing these remixes took on a social
dimension.
After some of my gigs, other First Nations people would come
up to me and reflect on what the music had evoked in them, telling me their stories and sharing their experiences. Some of these
involved shocking tales of discrimination, racism, prejudice, and
violent schoolyard bullying . . . all set to this jaunty little children’s
tune — like me, others had something of a ghostly experience when
(re)hearing this music, too.
Eventually, for me these performances became about what the
psychoanalytic philosopher Frantz Fanon called collective catharsis — that instance in which a ritual act is performed in such a
way as to enable a release, a cleansing or purging of negative emotions for a community.16 I came to think that what I was doing was
performing a sacrificial ritual, one in which the “Ten Little Indians”
music was offered as an object of what Fanon called sacrificial
dedication in a ceremonial act of purification enacted on the behalf
of a collectivity.
Sometime later, I began integrating visuals into my dj shows —
I already saw my performances as a form of storytelling, and so
adding live video to the mix was just another way of enhancing the
narrative.
Building on some existing technology, I created a new multimedia performance interface where I could remix and manipulate
digital audio/video files in synchronization using traditional vinyl,
two Technics 1200 turntables, and a dj mixer with midi control.
I started by making some crude animations that I could perform
alongside my “Ten Little Indians” remixes; but what I really wanted
was to create a twenty-minute live cinema work, which meant I
needed more source material.
As with my “Ten Little Indians” remixes, I began to think there
must be other sources that I could sample and appropriate into my

...
I remain perpetually thankful for all of Grandfather’s stories, especially those of the iron tomahawks and He-no the Thunderer. As a
tribute to him, I took the name Iron Tomahawks as the title of a new
series of live cinema/scratch video performance artworks.
With this performance series, I wanted to create a new media
work that was about what Indigenous philosopher Gerald Vizenor
called a post-Indian narrative of survivance: “that sensation of a
new tribal presence in the very ruins of [the] representations of invented Indians.”17 I wanted to make a work that stood against what
he called the “colonized Indian Other”18 and show the ways in which
our people had been displaced, disappeared, and eclipsed by infectious codes of colonial mythmaking. Against these fictions of the
“Indian,” I wanted to stage a mythopoetic insurrection about our
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artworks. I quickly found there was an almost limitless source to be
found in old western films, cowboy and Indian movies, documentaries, and television programs. All of a sudden, it seemed everywhere I looked I could find stereotypical “Indians” savagely chasing
wagon convoys, slinging their bows and arrows, performing rain
dances, and praying to the spirits — “How, me big chief!”; “Me kill
white man!”; “We go on war path!”
As with my remix of “Ten Little Indians,” I began sampling different media fragments and layering them together with hip hop
breaks — scratching, looping, and cutting them together to create
live audio/video montages. What I wanted was to perform a live
audio/video narrative that would speak of resistance; to tell a live
cinema story that would shore up against all the occidental simulations of our people in the mediascape and the colonial appropriations, constructions, and misrepresentations of First Nations
identity. I wanted to create artworks in which I could publicly
re-perform these injustices, and at the same time deconstruct and
mash up these virulent simulations of our peoples that had been
sustained within the lexicon of various media archives.
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re-appearance as a vital, living, and continuing people — a kind of
artistic counter-protest that would hover over the simulated and
aestheticized by-products of what Vizenor called the manifest
manners of domination. If these colonial fictions were, as Vizenor
wrote, about the simulation of the tribal real, then I wanted Iron
Tomahawks to be about “post-Indian conversions [presented in]
new stories of survivance over dominance.”19
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After one of my first performances of Iron Tomahawks, Archer
Pechawis (an Indigenous new media artist, writer, and curator)
said that watching me perform was like looking upon someone
possessed — like watching someone caught in the throes of enacting some crazy techno-ritual to “call the spirits.”
I answered (likely even less eloquently than this) that for me
it was about a kind of cathartic release — that I felt haunted by
these images of the “Indian” (the noble savage, the bloodthirsty
warrior, the squaw, and the Indian princess) and that for me what
I was “calling” (convoking, incanting, conjuring) were no ordinary
spirits, but those spirit-simulations that ghost our presence(s) as
Onkwehonwe, those apparitions and spectres that have haunted
our people for so many generations.
I said that, to me, these spirits are our spectral Others, those collectivities of phantoms and revenants that compose a hauntology
that even today spectralizes everywhere, all across Turtle Island. It
was my intent, I said, to conjure these ghostly apparitions such that
they might be publicly exorcised.

...
French post-structuralist thinker Jacques Derrida first coined the
term hauntology in his Specters of Marx; it is a homophone of the
word ontology and a portmanteau of haunt and ology. It could be
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said that this theorization is for Derrida a way to re-envision history such that it is unhinged from an essentialist temporal order
and therein becomes some “Thing” that co-exists with the living
present.20 For Derrida, what he calls the living present is something inhabited by the ghosts of history, those spirits and spectres
to which we are the heirs and of which we are haunted. Derrida’s
hauntology therein disturbs the usual conceptual “borders” of the
lived present (that which separates now from the past and future)
and all else that would seemingly be opposed to it (non-presence
and the non-living) such that our lived present is something susceptible to being haunted by what he calls a spectral effect — the
movement of sprits “outside of time” wherein they traverse a
liminal zone that defies the usual logic of temporality or (linear)
chronology.
The ghosts of history therein are said to be alive in the present,
and (re)appear to the living as apparitions that have been conjured,
incanted, or convoked. As Little Bear said, the whole world is “alive
and filled with spirit,” and as Cajete wrote, our lived existence is
interconnected with “active entities with which people engage.”21
To this we might add, as Derrida always maintained, there is a
distinct difference between a spirit and a spectre in that the latter comes back (revenant) with ill wishes and insidious intentions
to haunt the living. In the case of such a haunting, he warns it is
best not to ignore the ghosts of history, for, as he says, turning
your back on the ghost only produces more spectres, or an “accumulation of ghostly layers.”22 What is needed, Derrida argued, is
a confrontation; the course of action when one is being haunted by
an evil-doing apparition, he says, should be to “do what is necessary: speak to specters.”23
According to Derrida, what this means in no uncertain terms is
that one must commit oneself in a performative fashion to the conjuration and invocation of the spectres of which one (or a culture) is
possessed or haunted.24 He adds, though, that these acts of conjuration must be guided towards a certain end and become not only
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about the convocation of spirits such that they might (re)appear,
but also about a kind of “magical exorcism that [in]tends to expulse
the evil spirit.”25 It is a performative act that for Derrida has to do
with the dispossession, exorcism, or “conjuring away” of a spectre.
It is a conjuration that signifies death to the spectre, wherein the
ghost is “convoked to be revoked.”26 Here, conjuration for Derrida
becomes a direct and intentional attempt to destroy a ghostly foe, a
“malignant, demonized, diabolized force, most often an evil doing
spirit, a specter, a kind of ghost who comes back or who still risks
coming back post mortem.”27
Vizenor wrote: “When you believe in witchcraft you also believe
that you can get rid of the evil spirit. The task is to find a power
greater than that of the witch; it may be a totemic animal, a psychic,
a medicine man, a ceremony. ”28
I tend think about my “Ten Little Indians” and Iron Tomahawks
remix artworks in this context: as a performative gesture that is intended to signal death to spectres — as a public ritual or ceremonial
act that seeks to destroy a common spectral adversary, a collective
hauntology, a “malignant, demonized, diabolized force.”29
Following these perspectives given by Derrida and Vizenor, I
see my works as a conversation with spirits and spectres, one that
takes place through electronic mediums and new media technologies — they are spectral conjurations wherein these ghosts of
history are forced to (re)appear so that they might face up to their
haunting of the living.
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There Is Something of a Circular Logic
at Play in All This
Derrida wrote that the conjuration of any ghost always, necessarily,
results in what he calls a moment of paradoxical phantomality —
that instance in which time is put out of joint at the moment when
the ghost reappears on stage to (re)perform its own death.

Conjuration, he says, is therefore always about the disruption of
the “temporality of time,” for a ghost only appears in the dislocated
time of the present/non-present moment. Such it is, I think, with
the remix, which has been envisioned here as a new media performance conjuration — with the backwards and forwards scratch!
. . . scratch! . . . scratch! . . . that becomes about the conjuration and
exorcism of spectral narratives and the animate shadows that
haunt our mediascape; a recombinant act that involves the slicing,
cutting, and deconstruction of virulent colonial mythologies.
In this sense, I see Iron Tomahawks as what Vizenor called a
“Trickster story in translation and conversion” — a new, remixed,
post-Indian narrative that emerges from within the very ruins of
tribal simulations in a way that absolves these “simulations with
stories of cultural conversions and native modernity.”30

Because of you, I endeavour to see through material manifestations to the essence and spirit of the world — to the mysterious
magic that is the living spirit/spectre of technology.
Like you, I wish to speak to the people, and to “all my relations,”
and tell new stories that can confront new situations we face as
Onkwehonwe in our media-saturated world.
For my part, I have chosen to speak through these new media
technologies, but in a way that respects the “sacredness, livingness
and the soul of the world.”31
Someday, like you, I hope to become a warrior for our people,
and with my artworks channel the spirit of He-no the Thunderer,
but this time in order to enact an instance of collective (spectral)
catharsis and create for our people a ceremonial space of dance,
worship, prayer, and healing.
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Thank You, Grandfather, for All Your Stories
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